






















































THE INFLUENCE OF TIMING ON THE KNITTING PERFORMANCE 

OF ALL-WOOL YARN-IN THE PUNTO-D1-ROMA STRUCTURE 

by J. G. JJUYS and L. HUNTER 

ABSTRACT 

The influence of timing on the knitting performance of all-wool yam in the 
Punta-di-Roma structure has been investigated on three double jersey machines 
(two 18 gauge and one 22 gauge). On _the one 18 gauge machine (Mellor Bromley 
8RD) the number of holes formed during knitting decreased a_s the timing was 
delayed and it appeared that on this machine a delayed timing of 6 needles gave 
relatively good knitting performance. On the other 18 gauge machine ( Mellor 
Bromley MS/) intermediate timing positions (2, 3 and 4 needles delay) generally 
gave the worst knitting perf omiance. On the 22 gauge machine ( Albi Combirib la 
delayed timing of 10 needles was generally found to be best. 

KEYWORDS 

Timing - double jersey - Pundo-cli-Roma � knitting performance - synchronised 
timing - delayed timing. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous study< 1 > it was found that when knitting an inte,rlock structure, 
a delayed timing of approximately six needles gave optimtJm results. Although 
synchronised timing is normally used when knitting the Punto-di-Roma structure, 
it was considered to be of some interest to determine whether or not this is in fact 
the best condition under which to knit this structure. This was considered necessary 
in view of the results obtained on the interlock structure and the fact that the 
Punto-di-Roma is interlock based. Furthermore, in a recent • article<2> it was 

• suggested that it is always preferable to knit with delayed timing (5 to 9 needles)
except when knitting with a 2 x 2 needle set-out. The influence of timing on
knitting performance was therefore investigated, for the Punto-di-Roma structure,
on three different double jersey machines. The general approach and the assessment
of knitti_ng performance were the same as those used in other investigations<1 , 3 .. 4>
of this nature.

EXPERIMENTAL 

Knitting machines: 
The folloWing knitting machines have been employed in this study -
(a) a i2�gauge, 20 inch diameter, Albi Combirib double jersey maclti,ne,

equipped with a Rosen trip-tape positive feed;
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PROPERTIES OF COTTON LINT FROM THREE SUCCESSIVE 

PICKINGS AT DIFFERENT LOCALITIES IN THE 

LOWER-ORANGE RIVER AREA 

by DE V. ALDRICH 

ABSTRACT 

The fibre characteristics of cotton. .lint· obtained from the first, second and 
third pickings of four cultivars were determined. Micronaire value, 2,5% span length, 
zero-gauge bundle strength ( Stelometer) and maturity per cent decreased with time 
after the first picking. This reduction in fibre quality was reflected in the count
strength-product (CSP) values nf the yarns spun from three of the four cultivars. 

KEYWORDS 

Cotton cultivars - first picking, second picking and third picking - fibre character
istics - Micronaire value - maturity - 2,5%- span length - zero-gauge bundle 
strength - count-strength-prnduct (CSP). 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well-known that the cotton plant responds to variations in its environ
ment like any other living thing. As a consequence of differences in soil characteris
tics, rainfall, irrigation, temperature, farming methods, etc., variations in characteris
tics of cotton lint from different localities or from the same locality are obtained. 

The bolls on a particular cotton plant do not open simultaneously, but rather 
over a period starting from the bottom of the plant. When hand-picking is practised, 
two or more pickings are performed per season, with the result that those bolls at 
the bottom of the plant are genera1ly picked first and those at the top last. 
A correlation exists between the time of picking and fibre quality, with the bolls 
from the lower half of the plant generally producing a better quality fibre. 

To establish the differences in fibre properties to be expected from South 
African cultivars grown under local climatic conditions, samples of four cultivars, 
grown in the Lower-Orange River area under irrigation, were analysed for fibre 
properties. The cultivars chosen were Cape Acala, Acala SJ-1, Del Cerro 153 and a 
cultivar designated as 68/4/21 and were all from the 1973 crop. These four 
cultivars were grown in each of seven localities in the above-mentioned area (see 
Table I). Three pickings by hand, picked on the dates given in Table I were 
obtained for all the cultivars, except in the case of Opwag where only two pickings 
were obtained for the Cape Acala and Del Cerro 153 cultivars. 
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THE EFFECT OF HEATING THE TOP COMB IN 

RECTILINEAR COMBING 

by T. 0. GODA WA and D. W. F. TURPIE 

ABSTRACT 

The top comb of a rectilinear comb was fitted with a thermostatically 
controlled heating element, and · the temperature of the top comb pins was 
regulated between room temperature (21°C) and 90°C. 

: There was a small reduction in percentage nail when the top comb was 
heated up to 60°C, which, at this stage, may only be of academic value. It appeared 
that the reduction of percentage nail was due to more short fibres migrating into 
the top. 

KEY WORDS 

Top comb - wool - top - noil - fibre breakage - short fibre content - regain -
neps - heating element. 

IN1RODUCTION 

The importance of using heated comb pins on the combing performance of 
the Noble comb is generally appreciated. Townend et a1<1> confirmed that slightly
lower percentage noil was obtained with the circle pins at above room temperature. 

Turpie and Kruger<2 , 3> have thoroughly investigated the Noble comb and
its effect on the optimum temperature selection in the production of minimum 
noil. However, to the authors' knowledge, using heated comb pins on the rectilinear 
comb has as yet, received no attention. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

COMBING 

The experimental work was carried out on a Schlumberger PB26 rectilinear 
combing machine. The top comb was fitted with a 350 Watt Calrod (General 

• Electric) Strip Surface heater, and connected through a Simmer-stat control to a
250 Volt mains supply. The temperature of the comb pins was set at various values
between room temperature (21 

° 
C) and 90

°
C.

Three series of experiments were carried out. The first and second series
concerned First Combing, whereas the.third series concernedRe-combing.
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